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An iron complex, tris(4,4′-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2′-bipyridine) iron dichloride is reported, which operates at near-neutral pH with a redox potential of 0.985 V versus SHE. This high potential compound is employed in the posolyte of an aqueous flow battery, paired with bis(3-trimethylammonio) propyl viologen tetrachloride in the negolyte, exhibiting an open-circuit voltage of 1.3 V at near-neutral pH. It demonstrates excellent cycling performance with a low temporal capacity fade rate of 0.07% per day over 35 days of cycling. The extended cycling lifetime is the result of low permeability and improved structural stability of the newly developed iron complex compared to that of the iron tris(bipyridine) complex. The combination of high redox potential and low capacity fade rate compares favorably with those of all previously demonstrated organic and organometallic aqueous posolytes. Extensive investigation into the possible degradation mechanisms, including post-mortem chemical and electrochemical analyses, indicates that stepwise ligand dissociations of the iron complex are responsible for the reported capacity loss during cell cycling. This investigation provides unprecedented insight to guide further improvements of such metalorganic compounds for energy storage and conversion applications.

1. Introduction

With the massive environmental issues and economic costs imposed by consumption of fossil fuels, the utilization of clean energy has become a priority for the global economy.[1] Renewable energy sources such as solar and wind are clean, inexhaustible and rapidly growing. However, the intermittency of these renewable resources limits the depth to which they may penetrate and dominate the energy mix.[2] The development of safe and efficient energy storage technologies could maximize the benefits of large-scale application of renewable energy sources.[3]

An iron complex, tris(4,4′-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2′-bipyridine) iron dichloride is reported, which operates at near-neutral pH with a redox potential of 0.985 V versus SHE. This high potential compound is employed in the posolyte of an aqueous flow battery, paired with bis(3-trimethylammonio) propyl viologen tetrachloride in the negolyte, exhibiting an open-circuit voltage of 1.3 V at near-neutral pH. It demonstrates excellent cycling performance with a low temporal capacity fade rate of 0.07% per day over 35 days of cycling. The extended cycling lifetime is the result of low permeability and improved structural stability of the newly developed iron complex compared to that of the iron tris(bipyridine) complex. The combination of high redox potential and low capacity fade rate compares favorably with those of all previously demonstrated organic and organometallic aqueous posolytes. Extensive investigation into the possible degradation mechanisms, including post-mortem chemical and electrochemical analyses, indicates that stepwise ligand dissociations of the iron complex are responsible for the reported capacity loss during cell cycling. This investigation provides unprecedented insight to guide further improvements of such metalorganic compounds for energy storage and conversion applications.
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carbonate[23] and ARFBs (1.03 V vs SHE in 1 M NaCl aqueous solution).[32] First investigated as a sensitizing dye for solar cells,[13] Fe(Dcbpy)2(CN)3, an iron complex with the combination of both 2,2′-bipyridine-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid (Dcbpy) and cyanide ( CN−), ligands, demonstrated a redox potential of 0.86 V versus SHE[23] for 43.7 days (6000 cycles) with a capacity fade rate of 0.217% per day (0.00158% per cycle).[33] However, the generation of poisonous and flammable hydrogen cyanide gas during synthesis might be a major hinderance to mass production of this iron complex. Thus, the discovery of an electrochemically stable and high-potential posolyte with an environmentally benign synthetic method enables the production of safe and high-performance ARFBs.

Here, we report a near-neutral pH ARFB utilizing a newly designed metalorganic posolyte redox species, tris(4,4′-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2′-bipyridine) iron dichloride (Fe(Bhmbpy)3), where Bhmbpy represents 4,4′-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2′-bipyridine, with a redox potential of 0.985 V versus SHE, paired with bis(3-trimethylammonio) propyl viologen tetrachloride (BTMAP-Vi) as the negolyte redox species.[15] The BTMAP-Vi | Fe(Bhmbpy)3 system demonstrates a high open-circuit voltage (1.3 V), an excellent cycling performance with a capacity fade rate of 0.07% per day, and a peak galvanic power density exceeding 120 mW cm−2. Moreover, the crossover rate of this new iron complex is suppressed, which is important to achieve a long-lifetime of ARFB, due to the increased size of the metalorganic complex in comparison to the iron tris(bipyridine) complex. Additionally, molecular decomposition mechanisms are proposed based on extensive post-mortem analyses of the BTMAP-Vi | Fe(Bhmbpy)3 cell. Overall, our study demonstrates the possibility of tuning the electrochemical properties of iron-based metalorganic complexes by structural modification to achieve stable and high-potential redox active species for sustainable energy storage and conversion applications.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Molecular Engineering of Ligands for Iron-Based Complexes

By introducing electron-withdrawing groups (EWGs) or electron-donating groups (EDGs) to ligands, the redox potentials of iron complexes can be increased or decreased, respectively. In addition, the solubility can be increased by introducing water-solubilizing groups such as hydroxy groups[13] ammonium groups,[15,17,20] phosphonates,[16,34] carboxylates,[35] and polyethylene glycol (PEG).[19] Through ligand functionalization, this study seeks to investigate iron complexes with rationally designed 2,2′-bipyridine (bpy) derivatives (1–6) to achieve a high redox potential and a high stability in aqueous solvents. The structures of iron-bipyridyl complexes synthesized in this study are shown in Figure 1a. The detailed synthetic procedures and 1H- and 13C-NMR spectra of the iron complexes are given in Figures S1–S24 (Supporting Information). The installation of EDGs, such as –O–, –OCH3, –CH3, and –CH2OCH3 groups, to the bipyridine ligand results in the upfield shift of bpy proton resonances for compounds 1–4 (between 7.3 and 8.6 ppm) with respect to the parent compound 5 due to the increased electron density of these complexes, whereas the opposite is observed in compound 6 in which an EWG (COO−) is introduced to the ligand (Figure 1b).

The redox potential differences in various iron-bipyridyl complexes (Figure 1c) arise from the electron-donating or electron-withdrawing effects of the substituent groups, affecting the energies of molecular orbitals of the iron complex[36] and modifying the electrostatic environment of the iron center to electron-rich or electron-deficient, thereby causing a shift to lower or higher redox potentials, respectively. Notably, hydroxymethyl groups (–CH2OH) introduced to the 4,4′-positions of 2,2′-bipyridine slightly decrease the redox potential to 0.985 V versus SHE with respect to parent compound 5 (1.03 V vs SHE), whereas the hydroxy substituents (–OH) directly attached to the same positions shift the redox potential to −0.053 V versus SHE due to the deprotonation (–O−) at the measured pH (Figure 1c). With the enhancement of the substituent’s electron-donating ability at the given pH, e.g., –COO− < –CH2OH < –CH3 < –OCH3 < –O −, the redox potentials of various iron-bipyridyl complex derivatives decrease accordingly (Figure 1c). Among all the iron-bipyridyl complex derivatives, compounds 2, 3, 4, and 6 are promising as candidates for posolyte species in terms of their higher redox potentials, compared to previously reported iron-based posolytes, such as [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−[23] and BTMAP-Fc.[15] However, complexes 2 and 6 exhibit low solubility (Figure 1d), which is undesirable in ARFB applications. In comparison to compound 3 with –CH3 substituents on bipyridine ligands, Fe(Bhmbpy)3 (compound 4) demonstrates a higher redox potential of 0.985 V versus SHE (E1/2) with a peak separation of 73 mV, which is dramatically narrower than the Fe(bpy)2+-peak separation of 578 mV (Figure S1a, Supporting Information). No obvious shifts of redox peaks are shown with increased scan rates (Figure S1b, Supporting Information). The excellent electrochemical characteristics make compound 4 a desirable posolyte active species for an ARFB by providing one of the highest redox potentials among the existing redox-active molecules.[24,32] Compound 4 also shows a solubility of 0.98 m in water, 0.68 m in 1 M NaCl solution and 0.59 m in 1 M KCl solution, which are higher than those of compound 5 (Figure 1d). The improved solubility is attributed to the addition of six hydroxymethyl groups to an iron-bipyridyl complex, which participate in hydrogen bonding with water, thus enhancing the hydrophilicity and solubility of 4 in water.

The structure of compound 4 is further confirmed by single-crystal XRD analysis. 4,4′-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2′-bipyridines (Bhmbpy) serve as bidentate ligands to form an hexacoordinated iron (II) complex (Figure 1e). Typical for the low-spin iron (II) complex, the Fe–N bond lengths in the complex cations Fe(Bhmbpy)2+ are in the range of 1.95–1.98 Å (Figure 1e), which are slightly shorter than those in Fe(bpy)2+ (1.97–1.99 Å).[36] The introduction of electron-donating groups into bipyridine ligands increases their electron densities and binding affinities to the iron center, strengthening the Fe–N bonds and decreasing bond lengths. The crystallographic information of complex 4 (CCDC number 2165676) is summarized in Tables S1 and S2 (Supporting Information). Because of its high redox potential and solubility, compound 4 was chosen as the best posolyte for further studies among all the iron complexes that we investigated.
Figure 1. Characterization of iron complexes. a) Chemical structures of iron complexes; CH$_2$OH stands for ligand Bhmbpy. b) $^1$H-NMR spectra of iron complexes in D$_2$O. A break mark was placed from 4.15 to 5.55 ppm to remove the water solvent peak and better present the peaks from the complexes. c) Cyclic voltammograms of 10 mM iron complexes in 1 M NaCl aqueous solution (scan rate 100 mV s$^{-1}$). The pH values of solutions dissolving iron complexes 2–6 were $\approx$7, whereas the pH value of solution containing complex 1 was adjusted to 12 using 1 M NaOH to dissolve all of the sample by complete deprotonation. The current was normalized in the range of −1 to 1. d) Solubility of iron (II) complexes in deionized (DI) water, 1 M NaCl, and 1 M KCl aqueous solutions. The pH values of solvents for dissolving complex 1 were adjusted to 12. e) Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement for the structure with atom numbering scheme and selected geometric parameters (bond length) of Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability level.
2.2. Electrochemical Kinetics

The diffusion coefficient \( (D) \) of \( \text{Fe(Bhmbpy)}_3 \) (compound 4) was measured using rotating disk electrode voltammetry and calculated using the Levich equation to fit the limiting current under various rotation rates (Figure 2a). The limiting current increases linearly with the square root of the rotation rate (Figure 2b), indicating that the rate of the oxidation reaction is governed by mass transport to the electrode surface. The diffusion coefficient of the reduced species is \( 2.36 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \), which is comparable with those of reported iron complexes, such as \( K_4[\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{CN})_6] \), \( \text{BTMAP-Fc} \), \( \text{Na}_4[\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{Dcbpy})_2(\text{CN})_2] \), and \( \text{Fe}^{III}/\text{Fe}^{II} \) (Table S7, Supporting Information), which is promising to build a high-current-density ARFB system. Plotting the reciprocal current versus the reciprocal square root of the angular rotation rate yields a straight line (Figure 2c), the intercept of which is the reciprocal kinetic current (1/\( j_k \)). A plot of the logarithm of the kinetic current (\( j_k \)) versus overpotential was used to determine the rate constant (\( k_0 \)) for the charge transfer of \( \text{Fe(Bhmbpy)}_3 \) (Figure 2d). The slope of the fitted Tafel plot yielded a rate constant of \( 2.23 \times 10^{-3} \text{ cm s}^{-1} \), which, although lower than kinetic rate constants of ferrocyanide \( \text{Fe}^{III}/\text{Fe}^{II} \) and \( \text{BTMAP-Fc} \), is comparable to those of other organic reactants used in ARFBs such as 9,10-anthraquinone-2,7-disulphonic acid (AQDS) and 2,6-dihydroxyanthraquinone (2,6-DHAQ), and is much greater than those of inorganics including \( \text{V}^{III}/\text{V}^{II} \) and \( \text{Fe}^{III}/\text{Fe}^{II} \). This suggests much smaller kinetic overpotentials under the same conditions. All the electrochemical data for compound 4 and other reported electrolytes for comparison are summarized in Table S7 (Supporting Information).

2.3. Flow Battery Performance

We assembled a near-neutral pH ARFB, with a posolyte composed of \( \text{Fe(Bhmbpy)}_3 \) and a negolyte composed of \( \text{BTMAP-Vi} \), separated by a Selemion DSV-N anion-exchange membrane, which delivered a working voltage of 1.3 V (Figure 3a). The corresponding redox reactions and potentials are shown in Equations (1) and (2) in Scheme S1b (Supporting Information).

During the discharging process, electrons are withdrawn from \( \text{BTMAP-Vi} \) in the negolyte, and flow along the external circuit to \( \text{Fe(Bhmbpy)}_3 \) in the posolyte, while the \( \text{Cl}^- \) ions migrate across the anion exchange membrane as the internal charge carrier (Figure 3b). For comparison, \( \text{Fe(bpy)}_3 \) (compound 5) was used as the posolyte active species pairing with \( \text{BTMAP-Vi} \) at the same electrolyte concentration.

Figure 3c demonstrates an increase in the open circuit voltage (OCV) of the battery from 1.2 V at 10% state of charge (SOC) to 1.36 V at 90% SOC. The high frequency area-specific resistance (ASR) of the battery is slightly over 1.2 \( \Omega \text{ cm}^2 \) across all SOC ranges due to the membrane resistance. The polarization resistance varies from 2.55 to 2.85 \( \Omega \text{ cm}^2 \), indicating that about 45% of the total resistance of the cell can be attributed to the constant membrane resistance. The remaining \( \approx 55% \) of the total resistance is attributed to the kinetic losses associated with the reduction of the ferric complex as well as dimerization, which will be discussed in the mechanism section. From polarization curves at varied SOC (Figure 3d), \( \text{Fe(Bhmbpy)}_3 \) delivers a peak power density of 120 mW cm\(^{-2} \) at 90% SOC and 100 mW cm\(^{-2} \) at 50% SOC. Galvanostatic charging and discharging of the battery at different applied current densities.
was conducted to extract the accessed capacity and the resulting round-trip efficiencies. As shown in Figure 3e,f, under the constant current galvanostatic protocol, lower capacity and lower utilization are accessed at higher current densities due to higher ohmic resistances and mass transport overpotentials in the system. The larger overpotentials at higher applied current...
densities results in lower voltage efficiencies as depicted in Figure 3f. The majority of the losses in the round-trip energy efficiency are rooted in the voltage efficiency losses in the battery.

Figure 4a depicts the charge–discharge capacities as well as the coulombic efficiency of the battery operated with a constant current (30 mA cm$^{-2}$) followed by constant potentials of 1.5 V (charging) and 0.5 V (discharging) during 25 days of operation. The battery capacity initially increased during the first day of operation reaching the maximum capacity of 2.60 Ah L$^{-1}$ or 55.2 C, corresponding to 97% of the theoretical capacity. The small difference (less than 5%) between realized capacity and the theoretical value could come from errors in electrolyte volume measurement or the presence of redox-inactive impurities. The voltage–capacity profiles of the battery at three different cycle numbers with the chosen cut-off values are shown in Figure 4b. After 25 days of full SOC range cycling, the temporal capacity fade rate of the battery was 0.07% per day or 0.00077% per cycle. The battery continued operation beyond 25 days. On day 27, the non-capacity limiting side (BTMAP-Vi) was refreshed to compensate for the SOC imbalance accumulating in the battery. As shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information), the capacity was recovered, and a temporal fade rate of 0.08% per day was observed over the following 10 days of operation, demonstrating the consistency of our fade rate measurements.

In order to further understand the role of hydroxymethyl functionalization on the stability and performance of the redox active species, the performance of the cell operated with Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ (compound 4) is compared to a cell with Fe(bpy)$_3$ (compound 5), a tris(bipyridyl)iron complex previously tested in a flow battery. Figure S3a (Supporting Information) depicts the charge–discharge capacities as well as the charge efficiency of the battery during 5 days of operation. The voltage–capacity profiles of the battery at three different cycle numbers with the chosen cut-off values are shown in Figure S3b (Supporting Information). After five days of full SOC range cycling, the temporal capacity fade rate of the BTMAP-Vi | Fe(bpy)$_3$ cell was 0.6% per day or 0.006% per cycle, which is almost 10 times higher than the capacity fade rate of the BTMAP-Vi
In this study, several 5.0 mL of 0.5 m concentration, we constructed a cell with 4. After 7 days of full range cell cycling, a temporal fade rate of 0.16% per day and cycle-denominated fade rate of 0.006% per cycle were observed, which are larger fade rates compared to those at low concentrations of Fe(Bhmbpy)3. To unravel the sources of capacity fade of this posolyte at low and high concentrations, we report an extensive investigation of the possible degradation mechanisms in the next section.

2.4. Degradation Mechanism Investigation

In the pursuit of a high-performing and long-lasting flow battery, understanding the capacity fade mechanism is of great importance.[39,40] Irreversible capacity fade in ARFBs can be attributed to active species crossover through the membrane[41,42] or their decomposition.[39] In this study, several post-mortem analysis techniques including electrochemical methods, NMR, and mass spectrometry are deployed to unravel the capacity decay mechanisms.

To explore the time-dependent degradation mechanisms of Fe(Bhmbpy)3, we used the same 0.1 m flow cell for self-discharge characterization. In this characterization, the cell was first operated normally for 5 cycles with the discharging phase immediately following the charging phase with no wait time. Consequently, the battery was cycled for 5 cycles with 20 min wait duration at the fully charged state (stopped at 100% SOC) before the discharging phase began. During this wait time, the battery was at open circuit. No such pause occurred in the fully discharged state. The same protocol was repeated for 30 min, 1 h, and 5 h wait durations after the charging phase. In all cycles, the cell was tested at a constant current of 30 mA cm−2, followed by a constant charging voltage of 1.5 V and discharging voltage of 0.5 V until the current dropped to 1 mA cm−2. Figure 5b demonstrates the discharge capacity versus cycle number for this protocol. We observe that for longer wait durations at 100% SOC, the extracted capacity during the discharge process is lower. In other words, during the wait time, some of the oxidized form of Fe(Bhmbpy)3 (depending on the duration of hold) self-discharged and hence we can no longer extract the capacity during the discharge process. Thus, the coulombic efficiency of the battery dropped for the cycles containing wait times. Note that when the protocol was switched to normal cycling with no hold at 100% SOC, the initial capacity was again recovered, and the coulombic efficiency rose back to nearly 100% (Figure 5c). This behavior suggests that the oxidized form of compound 4 self-discharges to the reduced form, instead of converting irreversibly to another non-redox active species. This observation is also consistent with the thermal stability tests shown in Figure S6 (Supporting Information), where, after a week of electrolyte storage at elevated temperature (65 °C), we detected increased concentration of the reduced, ferrous complex in the initially charged ferric complex solution, demonstrating a chemical conversion of the ferric complex to the ferrous complex. Ex situ UV–vis absorption spectra of fully charged posolytes over time also support this finding, demonstrating that Fe(Bhmbpy)3+ gradually becomes reduced over time during self-discharge (Figure S14, Supporting Information). Additionally, the final pH value of the solution after self-discharge in the battery dropped to ≈3 from the initial pH which was close to the neutral condition, suggesting the generation of protons (Scheme 1, route 2). When the pH value of the electrolyte drops to ≈3, the ligand exists mainly as the singly protonated form of Bhmbpy, i.e., H(Bhmbpy)+, because the pKa of H2(Bhmbpy)2+ is 4.2. At neutral pH values, the oxygen evolution potential is lower than that of the Bhmbpy compound and hence self-discharge supported by oxygen evolution is possible. This spontaneous self-discharge phenomenon has also been recently reported for ferri-/ferrocyanide as the electroactive component.[43] Nevertheless, the oxygen evolution potential at pH 3 is 1.04 V versus SHE, which is higher than 0.985 V, which is the redox potential of the ferric complex; hence the self-discharge of ferric complex supported by oxygen evolution is thermodynamically unfavorable when the pH drops to lower values than neutral (=pH 3) during the cycling. Because of the generation of protonated Bhmbpy ligands during dimerization of ferric complex (Scheme 1, route 1), we propose that the self-discharge of the oxidized Fe(Bhmbpy)3 can also be facilitated by the oxidation of protonated Bhmbpy (Scheme 1, route 2).[44,45] The m/z value of 233.0921 was found in the cycled posolyte solution by mass spectrometry (Figure S33b, Supporting Information), which is consistent with the m/z of the protonated 4,4'-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2'-bipyridine N-oxide [H(Bhmbpy-O)]+. Additionally, we observed that the addition of 20 mM of the protonated ligand to the battery posolyte results in a larger drop in the battery’s coulombic efficiency during the wait time experiment (Figure S37, Supporting Information), which corroborates our proposed self-discharge mechanism (Scheme 1, route 2).

Figure 5a,c shows the cell voltage versus capacity and coulombic efficiency versus cycle number, respectively, indicating that the coulombic efficiency and accessed discharge capacity decrease slightly with longer durations of hold time at 100% SOC. Interestingly, the discharge voltage profile dropped to the constant voltage phase earlier with longer hold durations (5 h), providing the majority of the discharge capacity at the lower constant voltage of 0.5 V. This observation is consistent with our proposed mechanism (Scheme 1, route 1), where the oxidized complex undergoes dimerization. The dimer is electrochemically active (Figure S5b, Supporting Information) and is reduced back to the ferrous complex at a lower reduction potential (Scheme 1, route 3). Consequently, with longer hold durations, dimerization increases and, hence, a larger portion of the discharge process occurs at the lower potential of 0.5 V. Note that after changing the protocol to the normal cycling (with zero wait time), we no longer observed the early drop of the voltage.
to the constant value of 0.5 V. Given that the capacity, voltage profile and coulombic efficiency recovered when the protocol was changed to the normal cycling, we conclude that the additional wait time did not accelerate the irreversible decomposition of the compound. Furthermore, based on the recovered capacity at the end of this cell test, the temporal capacity fade rate was 0.08% per day, consistent with the extended cell cycling of the battery (Figure S2, Supporting Information).

The dimerization, however, is responsible for larger capacity fade rate at higher concentration. Although the solubility limit of Fe(Bhmby)₃ is higher than 0.5 M in 1 M NaCl solution (Figure 1d), we observed formation of small precipitates at the end of battery cycling (Figure S5e, Supporting Information). We propose that the precipitates are due to the dimerization of the oxidized form of the posolyte[46] (Scheme 1, route 1). To investigate the structure of the newly formed precipitate during high-concentration cell cycling, we chemically synthesized the ferric dimer [Fe₂O(Bhmby)₄Cl₂]²⁺ (compound 7) (see Scheme 1) according to a modified synthetic method[36] (see Supporting Information for details) and obtained its single-crystal XRD data (CCDC number: 2165674) for comparison and further analysis (Figure S5d, Tables S3 and S4, Supporting Information). The solubility of the synthesized ferric dimer 7 is 2 mM in 1 M NaCl solution. By comparing the ¹H NMR spectra of single-crystal ferric dimer 7 and samples (soluble part and precipitate) from high-concentration cell cycling, we found that the chemical shifts of synthesized ferric dimer 7 are in line with peaks shown in the precipitate (Figure S5a, Supporting Information).
indicating that the newly formed precipitate is identical to the ferric dimer 7 that we synthesized. The mass spectrometry of precipitate sample also confirms the presence of ferric dimer in high-concentration cell test (Figure S5c, Supporting Information). Moreover, different from the CV of a soluble sample containing Fe(Bhmbpy)₃²⁺/³⁺, a cathodic peak appears at 0.27 V during the reduction of ferric dimer for both synthesized 7 and precipitate sample (Figure S5b, Supporting Information), demonstrating a potential gap of ≈0.7 V between the new cathodic peak and the cathodic peak of Fe(Bhmbpy)₃²⁺/³⁺ redox couple, which is consistent with the cell voltage drop in Figure S4b (Supporting Information). This indicates that the higher concentration of oxidized form of Fe(Bhmbpy)₃ increases its presumably bimolecular reaction rate and induces the accumulation of the low-solubility ferric dimer, resulting in a higher capacity fade rate at high concentrations than at low concentrations.

Scheme 1. Proposed decomposition mechanism for Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ (compound 4) during cell cycling. For consistency purposes, we propose all the iron complexes in this mechanism to be six-coordinate.
Likewise, we employed the same protocol to explore whether additional degradation mechanism, i.e., self-discharge or dimerization, are present with Fe(bpy)$_3$ (compound 5). Similar to the case of Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$, both self-discharge and dimerization were observed with Fe(bpy)$_3$. As shown in Figure S8a (Supporting Information), for longer wait durations at 100% SOC, the extracted capacity during the discharge process was lower, which results in lower coulombic efficiency due to self-discharge (Figure S8b, Supporting Information). Additionally, with longer hold durations, the discharge voltage profile dropped to the constant voltage phase earlier (Figure S8c, Supporting Information), providing the majority of the discharge capacity at the lower constant voltage of 0.5 V, which is due to the formation of ferric dimer of posolyte active species.$^{[46]}$ Notably, the full cell voltage dropped by $-0.7$ V, which is consistent with the potential difference between Fe(bpy)$_3^{2+/3+}$ and the newly appearing cathodic peak of synthesized ferric dimer 8 (Figure S8e, Supporting Information, single-crystal data are shown in Tables S5 and S6, Supporting Information, CCDC number: 2165675) shown at 0.27 V versus SHE (Figure S8d, Supporting Information), indicating that dimerization occurs in the fully charged state with longer hold durations. Although dimerization of the tris(bipyridyl)iron complex has previously been reported,$^{[12,46]}$ the self-discharge phenomena has not been identified, given that commonly used characterization techniques comprise cycling with immediate charge/discharge phases without hold time. Our results show that at least for redox active compounds with highly positive reduction potentials, the possibility of self-discharge needs to be explored as part of the characterization method.

The extended cell cycling tests were analyzed by ex situ cyclic voltammetry. Figure 5d and Figure S9a (Supporting Information) show the cyclic voltammetry of the Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ electrolyte (cycled for more than 35 days) using a glassy carbon disk electrode and carbon fiber ultramicroelectrode, respectively, in comparison with the fresh (as-prepared) Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ compound. The same comparison is also provided for the compound 5 (cycled for 5 days) and the fresh solution before cycling (Figure 5f and Figure S9b, Supporting Information). Both cycled electrolytes were taken out of the cell after full discharge (0% SOC). Whereas the fully discharged solutions of Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ showed no new peaks (Figure 5d), clear reduction peaks were found in the cycled solution of compound 5 at 0.26 V versus SHE (Figure 5f), depicting the accumulation of dimers in the posolyte after extended cycling.

To further study possible decomposition of redox-active electrolytes during cell cycling, the cycled samples including posolyte and negolyte of both BTMAP-Vi | Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ and BTMAP-Vi | Fe(bpy)$_3$ cell were analyzed by mass spectrometry (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The raw mass spectrometry data and theoretical isotopic pattern are shown in Supporting Information. Notably, ferric dimer consisting of two Fe$^{11}$H$_3$O atoms and a bridge oxygen atom was not found in cycled BTMAP-Vi | Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ cell, suggesting a negligible amount of the dimer remains in the fully reduced ferrous complex after 35-day cycling followed by fully discharging the posolyte. Although dimerization occurs while charging, complete discharge during cell cycling reverses the dimerization (Scheme 1, route 3), avoiding irreversible capacity loss. Instead, two new singly charged ions ($m/z = 523.0832$ for [C$_{24}$H$_{34}$ClFeN$_4$O$_4$]$^+$ and $m/z = 306.9917$ for [C$_{20}$H$_{14}$ClFeN$_4$O$_3$]$^+$) and charged ligand ($m/z = 217.0973$ for [C$_{12}$H$_{10}$N$_2$O$_4$]$^+$$) were found by mass spectros-copy (Figures S32, S35, and S33a, Supporting Information). This is associated with ligand release from the iron center caused by pH decrease during cycling (Scheme 1, route 4 and 5).

In contrast to the BTMAP-Vi | Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ cell, in the posolyte of the cycled BTMAP-Vi | Fe(bpy)$_3$ cell, a charged ferric dimer ($m/z = 411.0378$ for [C$_{20}$H$_{14}$ClFeN$_4$O$_2$]$^+$) was detected (Figure S28, Supporting Information), along with a charged ligand ($m/z = 157.0671$ for [C$_{8}$H$_{12}$N$_2$]$^+$, Figure S30a, Supporting Information) and a singly charged ion ($m/z = 403.0408$ for [C$_{20}$H$_{16}$ClFeN$_4$]$^+$, Figure S29, Supporting Information). This reveals that a considerable amount of ferric dimer is generated during the cycling of BTMAP-Vi | Fe(bpy)$_3$ cell, which is difficult to convert back to Fe(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ even with full discharging, thus contributing to the high capacity fade rate of 0.6% per day. Moreover, the presence of protonated ligands in both posolytes and negolytes of cycled cells indicates a possible ligand dissociation during cycling (Figure S12, Supporting Information, route 3), followed by transport of protonated ligands from the posolyte to negolyte side across the membrane, which might also lead to irreversible capacity loss over time. We summarize all the charged ions observed by mass spectrometry in Figure 5e.

To investigate the crossover of the redox-active electrolytes, $^1$H NMR spectra, CV and mass spectrometry after cell cycling for both posolyte and negolyte sides were examined. From the post-cycling NMR data (Figure S11, Supporting Information), no peaks of Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ or Fe(bpy)$_3$ were observed in the negolyte (BTMAP-Vi) after cycling. The CV and mass spectrometry suggest negligible crossover of both electrolytes through Selemion DSV-N anion exchange membrane (Figure 5d,e). Moreover, no observable Fe(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ (Figure S27, Supporting Information) or Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3^{2+}$ (Figure S31, Supporting Information) was found in cycled negolytes by mass spectrometry, which is in accordance with low permeation rate for both Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ and Fe(bpy)$_3$ (Figure S13 and Table S7, Supporting Information). The crossover of redox-active posolyte and negolyte for the BTMAP-Vi | Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ cell is negligible, but the protonated ligands dissociated from the complex in the posolyte over cycling (Scheme 1, route 1, 4 and 5; Figure S12, Supporting Information, route 1 and 3) crossed over to the negolyte side through the membrane, which is responsible for the capacity fade during cycling.

Considering all the above points regarding our degradation mechanism analysis, we found that for the BTMAP-Vi | Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3$ cell, the dimer forms during cell charging (Scheme 1, route 1) and converts to Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3^{2+}$ during discharging (Scheme 1, route 3). In contrast, the BTMAP-Vi | Fe(bpy)$_3$ cell generates significant amounts of ferric dimers during cell cycling (Figure S12, Supporting Information, route 1) with fewer dimers converting back to Fe(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ (Figure S12, Supporting Information, route 4) or other redox-active species, thus leading to detectable ferric dimers remaining in the fully discharged posolyte and responsible for the capacity fade of the Fe(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ over time. Additionally, the self-discharge phenomenon was confirmed for both Fe(Bhmbpy)$_3^{2+}$ and Fe(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ by...
holding fully charged cells for various time intervals for both posolytes (Scheme 1, route 2; Figure S12, Supporting Information, route 2), which involves the spontaneous chemical reduction of the redox-active electrolytes. Thus, it is not the direct reason for the iron complex decomposition and the corresponding capacity fade.

The Fe(Bhmbpy)₃ compound reported in the present work combines two important performance factors for a successful redox active molecule, which is having a low capacity fade rate (0.07% per day) at a large positive redox potential (+0.985 V vs SHE). For comparison, previously reported organic and organometallic redox active molecules evaluated in the positive side of the battery (positive CLS) are shown in Figure 6. Although compounds in the lower range of redox potential (0.3–0.5 V vs SHE) show low-capacity fade rate (essentially zero for ferri-/ferrocyanide at pH 7), the respective output cell voltage would be restricted due to their lower redox potential. When comparing compounds with larger redox potential (∼0.5 V vs SHE) show low-capacity fade rate, the cell’s capacity fade rate is smaller than those previously reported. Additionally, our extensive post-mortem analysis of the possible degradation mechanisms opens the door for further improvement of Fe(Bhmbpy)₃ redox active species. Prevention of dimerization should further improve the performance of the Fe(Bhmbpy)₃ in terms of chemical stability and battery cell voltage at high concentrations. The resulting imbalance from the self-discharge of the molecule can be resolved with a rebalancing system. Moreover, the production of protons during the self-discharge and the consequent induced stepwise ligand dissociations can be addressed by pH adjustment or the use of appropriate buffered electrolytes, which should further increase the stability of the compound at all ranges of concentrations. To further improve the volumetric capacity of this system, one potential approach is to introduce water solubilizing groups such as ammonium groups, phosphonates, and sulfonates to bipyridine ligands; another is to develop electrolyte additives to raise the solubility of redox active compound, which requires the investigation of appropriate additives in the future studies.

3. Conclusion

Six iron tris(bipyridine)-based derivatives were synthesized and characterized in terms of their redox potential and solubility. Among them, tris(4,4'-bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,2'-bipyridine) iron dichloride (Fe(Bhmbpy)₃) was studied as the posolyte active species due to its high redox potential and solubility. A flow cell comprising a Fe(Bhmbpy)₃ posolyte (0.1 m) and BTMAP-Vi negolyte (0.1 m) separated by a Selemion DSV-N anion-exchange membrane demonstrated a high open-circuit voltage of 1.3 V at near-neutral pH at 50% SOC, delivering a peak power density of 120 mW cm⁻² at 90% SOC and showing excellent cycling stability with a capacity fade rate of 0.0007% per cycle and 0.07% per day. Post-cycling analysis by mass spectrometry and CV indicated negligible crossover of posolyte...
through the membrane, consistent with a low permeation rate of 1.1 x 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}. We investigated the possible decomposition pathways during cell cycling to an unprecedented level of depth for an aqueous posolyte. We found that the compound degrades through self-discharge, dimerization and ligand disassociation. In comparison with previously reported organic and organometallic compounds, Fe(Bhmbpy)_3 exhibits a superior combination of high positive redox potential and low capacity fade rate. The proposed decomposition pathways explain the capacity fade phenomena and offer opportunities for future improvement of metalorganic posolytes with high redox potential and good cycling stability.

4. Experimental Section

Materials and Instrumentation: 1,1′-Bis[3-(trimethylammonio)propyl]-4,4′-bipyridinium Tetrachloride Dihydrate (BTMAP-Vi) was purchased from TCI Chemicals. 2,2′-bipyridine, 4,4′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine and 4,4′-dimethoxy-2,2′-bipyridine were purchased directly from Sigma-Aldrich. Other reagents were purchased from VWR International and used as received unless otherwise stated. ^H- and ^13C-NMR spectra were measured on Bruker AVANCE NEO 400 (N400) spectrometer. Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was conducted on a Bruker Impact HD q-TOF Mass Spectrometer.

Cyclic Voltammetry: Cyclic voltammetry and was recorded by an electrochemical analyzer from CH instruments CHI 608E with a three-electrode system including one glassy carbon working electrode, one platinum counter electrode and one Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The glassy carbon working electrode was polished with an aluminum slurry before and after each scan.

Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE): Rotating disk electrode (RDE) tests were performed using a Pine Instruments Modified Speed Rotator AFMRSCE equipped with a 5 mm diameter glassy carbon working electrode (Pine Instruments ESPK), an Ag/AgCl reference electrode in 3 m NaCl solution (CHI), a graphite counter electrode and a Gamry Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE) test equipment. Cyclic Voltammetry was recorded by an electrochemical analyzer from CH instruments CHI 608E with a three-electrode system including one glassy carbon working electrode, one platinum counter electrode and one Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The glassy carbon working electrode was polished with an aluminum slurry before and after each scan.

Prolonged Cell Cycling: The long-term cycling performance of Fe(Bhmbpy)_3 was analyzed in a cell comprised of ~5.9 mL 0.1 M Fe(Bhmbpy)_3 in 1 m NaCl paired with 40 mL of 0.06 M BTMAP-Vi (oxidized)/0.01 M BTMAP-Vi (reduced) in 1 m NaCl. Excess capacity is used in the negolyte to ensure that the posolyte side with Fe(Bhmbpy)_3 is the capacity limiting side of the cell. The two half-cells were separated by a Selonem DSV-N anion exchange membrane pretreated in 1 m NaCl solution. Three layers of carbon paper (SGL 39AA) baked at 400 °C overnight were used in each half-cell. The cell was cycled at a constant current of 30 mA cm^{-2}, followed by a constant charging voltage of 1.5 V and discharging voltage of 0.5 V until the current drops to 1 mA cm^{-2}.
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